HIRE
THE

WINNERS

A GUIDE FOR RECRUITING
NEXT GENERATION TALENT

What's Your Message?

YOU HAVE
8 SECONDS
TO SHOW THEM WHAT YOU STAND FOR

THE CLEAREST MESSAGES WIN
CAN YOU PASS THE 8 SECOND
CHALLENGE?
HERE'S WHAT THEY'RE LOOKING FOR

Millenial and Gen Z Consumers

Previous strategies to communicate were rooted in the language and
writing style of business owners, with only a precious few benefitting from
trained communicators well versed in their Company and it's attempts to be
recognized in the marketplace.
Today's communication MUST be in the voice of the recipient, and that voice
must be authentic. Attempts to write in a style mimicing another
generational voice is perceived as a violation of trust, which is the MOST
coveted of values with consumers in the marketplace today.
It's the most important skill for any Company to acquire, quickly
Roger Burnett, Social Good Promotions

Millenial and Gen Z Employees

“Millennials have high expectations for the businesses they work for – and will eventually
lead,” said Susan Sobbott, President of American Express Global Commercial Payments.
“The successful U.S. business of the future will need to have an authentic purpose and
foster employee well-being with passionate, committed leadership at the helm. Millennials
are seeking work with meaning beyond just making money, and they’re willing to make
tradeoffs to achieve their own definition of success.”

The message here is indisputable. Companies seeking to attract and retain
millennial and Gen Z talent will be pressured to articulate a clear position
about their role as a member of their community and be able to outwardly
communicate their values to earn consideration as a potential home to next
generation talent, yet 50% of businesses lack even basic employee
community engagement efforts - Roger Burnett, soGOOD Promotions

Millenial and Gen Z Corporate Buyers

Graphic courtesy of SnapApp.com

Community minded and civically active, Next Gen buyers employ an
innovative version of value analysis using previously unfactored or
disallowed value considerations such as social return, resource
conservation and ethical sourcing. Sales and Marketing efforts need to
be recalibrated to the new measurement set expected of buyers,
especially as they assume purchasing roles at work.
Roger Burnett, Social Good Promotions

What's Your Message?

YOU HAVE
8 SECONDS
TO SHOW THEM WHAT YOU STAND FOR

THE CLEAREST MESSAGES WIN
CAN YOU PASS THE 8 SECOND
CHALLENGE?
APPLY FOR OUR
NEXT CHALLENGE ROUND

FEELING STUCK?
WE'VE GOT YOUR BACK. LOTS OF
PEOPLE HIRE US TO GET THE BALL
ROLLING. OTHERS WORK WITH US
EVERY MONTH.

BOOK A ONE ON ONE CONSULTATION

